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Ohr Kodesh Congregation Bulletin, December 2019 
 
Top EnVision Takeaways 
By Deb Kerson Bilek 
 
Over the past year, our congregation has participated in a reflective process through EnVision 
OKC. EnVision OKC served to elevate our collective consciousness and help us articulate and 
identify who we are.  It allowed us to focus on our strengths, recognize our opportunities, 
visualize our hopes for our shared future, and prepare for change. Participating in EnVision OKC 
occurred in the building, in congregants’ homes, by individuals, and in small and large groups. 
The main elements of the campaign included: several large facilitated community 
conversations; conversation starters (to prompt discussions offsite); an online survey; sharing 
of results with community – both through a community meeting, through an exhibit within the 
building, and through this essay.  
 
In total, approximately 200 congregants participated in the EnVision community conversations 
and activities that were held last winter, and 180 individuals responded to the survey that was 
distributed over the summer. Together, we generated a multitude of ideas and thoughts about 
our hopes, our aspirations, and our current reality. Below, I have endeavored to summarize the 
top takeaways from our experiences through EnVision. In any instances where quotes are used, 
this reflects a direct anonymous statement that was documented either during a facilitated 
conversation or in a free-response to the EnVision survey. 
 

1. Our congregation is characterized by its accessible traditional experiences as they 
relate to ritual, tradition, heritage, and community. Because of this, OKC holds a 
unique position within Conservative Judaism. We recognize this and are proud of this 
niche.  

 
“Ohr Kodesh is a thriving Conservative congregation in a country where other 
Conservative congregations are shriveling up and dying.” 

 
We recognize that while Conservative Judaism is evolving as a whole, our congregation holds 
unique position within the greater landscape: Ohr Kodesh’s Jewish experience is rooted in 
tradition, and also connects with modernity. We embrace traditional rabbinic thought, and we 
are also egalitarian in nearly all of our ritual practices. We have a high level of observance and 
knowledge among members. We are especially proud of our commitment to Conservative 
Judaism. In particular, we celebrate that our daily minyan is stable, predictable, and reliably 
occurs twice per day, every day. We deeply value the composition of our Shabbat services, and 
the fact that they include traditional full liturgy, such as a repetition of the shacharit and musaf 
amidahs and a full torah reading (rather than a triennial reading schedule, in which 1/3 of the 
torah portion is read each week, resulting in a shorter service). We recognize that this position 
in Conservative Judaism as a whole is unique compared to other conservative synagogues, and 
we value our niche. 
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2. Our community values welcoming people from diverse backgrounds. We deeply value 
our “culture of caring,” and are especially strong in supporting one another through 
life cycle events (births of children and grandchildren, b’nei mitzvah, marriage, end of 
life).  
 

We espouse community hospitality. We approach new people. We embrace each other. We are 
responsible for one another. We are warm and unpretentious. We are willing to volunteer, and 
we also feel that the community is “here for me when I need it.” We “take care of families” 
through life cycle events, and are especially proud of our strong chevra kaddisha practices, and 
of our chesed “meal train” practices.  
 
One unintended consequence of this great strength, however, is our proclivity for programming 
around “age silos.” For instance, our offerings for young families are strong. Our offerings 
through Hazak are also strong. But our offerings for intergenerational programming are fewer 
in number. We acknowledge this and wish to change it, as we see great value in cross-
generational interactions, and wish to build deeper connections across generations. We’ve 
made great strides through programs like the Women’s Retreat and celebrating our baseball 
home team, the beloved Nationals. We want programs like these to continue. 
 

3. We are rooted in a foundation of learning and study. 
 

“We have our traditional Conservative framework for observance.  Jews 
of any background or personal mode of observance are welcome to 
participate.  We don’t care if you walked to Shul or drove to shul or rode 
you bicycle.  If there are things you want to learn to have a better 
appreciation of Judaism or to participate more fully, we should teach you.  
If you have knowledge that others will find valuable, we want to learn 
from you.” 

 
Our community deeply values the desire to learn and study, and holds a strong sense of 
education and religious engagement. We acknowledge that members of our clergy both lead 
and support our community’s interests in learning and study of original texts, and that there are 
“serious study” opportunities available to anyone who desires to further learning and increase 
commitment. Further, much of our lay leadership is capable of leading services and layning at a 
high level. We acknowledge that the value of learning and study may be part of what 
differentiates Ohr Kodesh from other Conservative synagogues. 
 
Many individuals pointed to a moment in our shul’s history as an example of how learning and 
study has been applied in service of making a big change. In particular, the decision to move 
towards near-full egalitarian practices occurred “because we undertook a thoughtful learning 
process,” not because it was a matter of a vote during a board meeting. Change is deeply 
studied before enacted, and this thoughtful approach to change serves as a positive exemplar 
for what roots our community. 
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Yet, one important nuance arose within the larger conversation about learning and study: while 
we agree that learning is fundamental pillar of our community, not all members come from the 
same background. Consequently, we cannot – and should not – assume that everyone holds the 
same level of ritual or text-based knowledge. One survey respondent noted that they would like 
to see “fewer assumptions about adults. I am a proud conservative Jew, but I grew up 
Reform…less assumption[s] that anyone can just jump in and volunteer to do part of the 
service.” We are all in different places in our Jewish learning, and connecting to this culture of 
learning unites us, even though we access religious texts in different ways and from different 
places. 

 
4. We understand that growth will be important sustain our community.  

 
Over the past several years, growth has stagnated within our congregation. Membership has 
decreased compared with 20 years ago. While we generally enjoy the scale of our congregation 
and the resulting “homey, hamish” feeling, we acknowledge that attracting new members will 
have implications for our long-term viability. 
 
Several areas of concern have been raised as part of this larger issue. Specifically, we 
acknowledge that: 

 According to survey data, most congregants highly value welcoming diverse groups, but 
think that we are not currently doing this well. We are slow to actively engage certain 
key populations, namely: interfaith couples, members of the LGBT community, 
interracial couples, single adults, families without children in the home, and those with 
disabilities. In most cases, we cease to actively engage these populations at all.  

 While the community embraces egalitarianism, there are some key areas where women 
do not have the same privileges as men. These practices include: accepting females as 
witnesses for religious documents that require witnesses (e.g., ketubah, a get), blowing 
shofar, performing the Cohen and Levi aliyot, and duchaning (the recitation of the 
priestly blessing performed by Kohanim).  

 Ohr Kodesh’s administrative and communication systems have not kept pace with 
innovation and can serve as a barrier to engagement. 

 While the ECC is successful in attracting new young families into the building for pre-
school, many of these families do not stay long-term. 

 
Some of these concerns are difficult to address and lead to further questions – particularly 
when it comes to issues of inclusivity and egalitarianism. In some cases, members of our 
community feel that “You can’t be everything to everyone,” while others expressed that “there 
is nothing inconsistent between tradition and inclusivity. Read and teach from the pulpit the 
most current scholarship. Join the 21st century.” 
 

5. Our opinions are not as different as we thought we might be – as measured by 
generation and by Shabbat attendance.  
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Our community’s demographic distribution has changed over the past several years. The largest 
cohort of our members are ages 70-79, followed closely by the second largest cohort of 
members, who are ages 40-49. We have close to no members ages 20-29. Further, the cohort 
of families with young children has grown rapidly over the past ten years – as evidenced by the 
“stroller parking” that can be seen during Shabbat morning services.  
 
A big assumption held by many as we entered into the EnVision process was that the “younger” 
generation (read: millennials and generation X) might have opinions that differ from the “older” 
generation (read: baby boomers and the greatest generation), and vice versa. This specifically 
came up in comments about egalitarianism and welcoming diversity – particularly with 
assumptions that the “younger” generation tends to Jewish tradition less than the “older” 
generation.  
 
While all survey results will have outliers, a thorough analysis of survey data suggest that our 
general opinions are more alike than they are different across ages and Shabbat attendance 
levels. The majority of people who value our Jewish engagement, the knowledge of community 
members, commitment to tradition, and commitment to conservative Judaism also value 
egalitarianism and being welcoming to interfaith families and LGBTQ community members. 
There was minimal variation in responses to these questions by the age of the responders or by 
when they joined OKC. While any community has people with differing opinions, these 
differences did not fall under any clear generational divide. 
 
This demonstrates a profound takeaway:  
 

6. We are grappling with the relationship of both evolving and holding true to our 
values. Perhaps surprisingly, we tend not to view these two things as opposites, or in 
conflict with each other.  

 
“We can remain traditional and CONSERVE those aspects of observation and 
ritual which we need, but at the same time recognize that we are all made in 
Hashem's image and are worthy of respect. Conservative Judaism recognizes that 
change is natural and essential.” 

 
The EnVision conversations and survey suggests that our community is grappling with the best 
way to balance shared values: those of tradition, and those of modernity. For instance, many 
members of our community sing the praises of our egalitarianism: “there were no Bat Mitzvah’s 
back in 1970. Now women are layning.” Other members of our community suggest that we are 
too slow to change, and even when we do, it comes much later than it should.  
 
Yet, our shared values may help center future discussions on what it means to be traditional, 
Conservative, and welcoming rather than attempting to say any of these are inherently in 
conflict with each other. While the EnVision process does not prescribe exactly what we should 
change or keep the same, it points towards areas, such as welcoming people of diverse 
backgrounds, where many think we can do better. 
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7. We continue to generate a lot of ideas! 

 
We are a creative community, and seek to improve our offerings. Through the past year, we 
have communally suggested nearly 30 new ideas for ritual enhancements, over 20 ideas for 
new programs, and over 10 ideas for ways to engage new members. Each of these ideas will be 
shared with the appropriate committee, and hopefully executed in the future. Volunteers 
welcome! 
 

8. In summary: 
 

“We are doing well as a community.  People come to us because of who we are.  We need to not 
make sudden changes because we think it will appeal to this group or that.  But we do need to 
meet the evolving needs of our community as it expands.  Of all the options in our region, they 
have chosen Ohr Kodesh.  Let's strive to be a better version of ourselves - not to try to become 
something else.” 
 

9. For more Information… 
 
These takeaways represent the major themes that rose to the top throughout the past year. As 
with any community engagement campaign, abundant information was collected and 
synthesized.  To dig more deeply into the information and data gathered through EnVision OKC, 
please visit http://ohrkodesh.org/Envision-to-date.  
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